Tentative Schedule for 5th Annual Student Research Symposium 2015
(Updated 3/4/15)

9:00 - 10:00 • Registration .............................................. LaBaume-Rudat Hall

10:00 - 10:35 • Opening Plenary Session .................................... LR204
  Welcome from Faculty, Mardy Philippian
  Welcome from the Provost, Dr. Gayle Copeland, Provost
  Guest Speaker, Dr. Edward Mooney, Assistant Professor of Education
  Instructions and Dismissal, Mardy Philippian

10:45 - 12:15 • Morning Session - Discussion Panel ....................... LR204
  Movements of God, Mankind, and Ideas
  Dr. Mardy Philippian, Discussion Panel Chairperson
  ❖ Sara Carrillo
    I’m Not a Psychopath, I’m a Disabled Minority: Disability Studies and the BBC’s Sherlock
  ❖ Mariel Clement
    Gender, Misogamy, and Shakespeare’s Taming of the Shrew
  ❖ Rebecca Cronk
    Movement and Its Connection to Life: A Glimpse into Fetal Development
  ❖ Daniel Dixon
    The Magnificat and Mission Dei: Mary’s Cong of Praise and God’s Movement in the World

12:15 - 1:00 • Lunch ................................................................. Dining Hall
  A complimentary lunch will be served in the Dining Hall to all participants and guests. Pick up a lunch
  ticket at the registration table on the second floor of LaBaume-Rudat Hall.

1:00 - 2:15 • Early Afternoon Session - Discussion Panel ............... LR204
  20th Century Movements in Time
  Dr. John Ayabe, Discussion Panel Chairperson
  ❖ Mathew Jones
    An Ace of Hearts: Germany’s Top Fighter Pilot
  ❖ Justin Thomason
    Theodore Roosevelt’s ‘Battle for the Lord’: Blending Christianity and Socialism During the
    Progressive Movement
  ❖ Melanie Shank
    Superman: The Face of American Patriotism During World War II

2:15 - 3:10 • Poster Session & Refreshments ................................... LR 202
  ❖ Abigail Bairrington
    SU Pond Fall Survey of Aquatic Organisms
  ❖ Moriah De Leon and Amanda Jones
    Student Study Habits
  ❖ Cameron Greilich
    Same-sex Parenting and Its Effects on Children
Sarah Stewart
*Self-objectification Among Young Adult Women*

Bailey Tompkins
*The Effects of Mercury on Prenatal Development and Early Childhood*

Carolyn Wong, Adam Wilson, and Alexiz Valdez
*Gender Differences in Safe Driving*

3:15 - 5:15 • Late Afternoon Session .................................................. LR204
Dr. Justin Hustoft, *Session Moderator*

  *Response to Growth Factors in Mouse Fibroblast Cells*

- 3:55-4:15 Alexander Kalau
  *The Move towards Welcoming Millennials*

- 4:15-4:30 Katie Christy, Casey Maurer, Dawn Draeger, Priscilla Horch, Jonathan Lowdermilk, and Shalyne Schulz
  *Outsourcing: A Movement*

- 4:30-4:50 Elena Kurian
  *The Process of Second-Language Learning and its Benefits*

- 4:50-5:10 Eric Wheeler
  *Sixty-Seven Words that Changed the World*

5:15 - 5:30 • Closing and Award Presentations .................................. LR204